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Carefully read all the problems. The exam should have 4 pages of questions. The first
page has potentially useful information. The last page is for extra writing space.
Problems may have extraneous information.

Potentially useful information

R= 8.314J Klmol-l R= 8.314x102 LbarK-l molr R= 8.206x102Latmmol-rKr

1 cal = 4.184 J 1 atm = 1.01325 bar T/K = T/"C + 273.15

1 atm-L = 101 .325 J I bar-L = 100 J

ndx nd* I=ln(a+x) l-=--,t a+x J tr'- x

Van der Waals equation g +$11V* - D: Rfv"
* = -f P",dV

l= [c,dr ,= [coar
LU:q+w H=U+PV

Please sign at the bottom to certify that you have worked on your own.

I certiff that I have worked the following exam without the help of others,
and that the work I am turning in is my own.

Signed:
Signature Date



T O Conservation of energy tells that AU = 0 for all processes. AU = 1)**

T O 
For an adiabatic process, AH is always zero o,nl I er a*rL F Af =fJ

1. True/False (10 Points each)

Classify the following as either True or False

fi\ F Real gases behave ideally in the limit of row pressure

fn F ff adding 25 J of heat to a5,6 gblock of iron increases it temperature by

\7 io" C, tf,en adding 25 J of heai to a2.8 gblock of iron will increase its

temperature bY 20'C.

T A When the heat for a process is positive, there is always an increase in

\'/ temperature' 
F* qra-g\< i:othot'n'J' u-xTxvio't tq



2. Shon Answer (25 points each)

A' Explain briefly why the. constant pressure heat capacity is always bigger than theconstant volume heat capacity. Unnetessariry tong unr*.rs wiil rose points
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B. you have two conrainers thar each a-re hording , ."",1""?[ ^y 

heF oF' .-o,nsh ?
Both containers have a temperarure of 400 K and;r. ;;;;;.ssure of I bar.

Container A has a volume of 33.26g L
Container B has a volume of 32.SgaL

State whether the forces for each gas are dominated by attractions or repursions.

one of the gases is Helium and the other is Butane. which do you think is which andwhy? (credit is for the expranation notlrrt guessing correctry)
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3. (50 points)

A certain material has a heat capacity of 10 J K g '. Over a certain range this material
expands linearly with temperature such that it increases in size by O.l%o every 10 K. The
density of the material is l0 g cm3.

You initially have a 100 g block of this material at 300 K. You hold it in contact with a

constant temperature source at 325 K and a constant pressure of I bar, until it reaches
thermal equilibrium. What are AU, AH, q, and w for this process?
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4. (50 poinrs)

2 moles of an ideal gas ( cv = 1.5 R) are initially at a pressure of I bar, and a temperarureof 400 K.

First the gas is heated at constant pressure until the volume is doubled.

second the gas is coored at constant vorume untir the pressure is 0.75 bar.

Last, the gas is returned to a pressure of 1 atm and 400 K by an unknown process thatrequires 7000 J of work.

Find, q, w, AU, and AH for'th{ total of all three steps.
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